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1 Introduction
This sketch presents a phenomenological lighting model that uses
Spirograph(TM) curves as illuminance lobes for the calculation
of specular reflections. 

2 Standard specular reflection
The classical lighting model combines contributions from ambi-
ent, diffuse and specular components of an idealized surface. The
specular reflection ‘lobe’ is concentrated along R, the ideal mir-
ror direction, which is a reflection of L about N, the surface nor-
mal (see figure below). The highlight is visible when the view
vector V is perfectly aligned with R. To mimic real materials,
V.R is raised to a “roughness” exponent which has the effect of
spreading the highlight about the neighborhood of R.

The image below shows the Gumbo elephant model rendered
with standard ambient, diffuse and specular components, using a
single ambient and directional light. This image and the one that
follows were rendered with RenderMan. The RenderMan shading
language has an illuminance() construct which makes it conven-
ient to experiment with custom lighting models such as the one
discussed in the following section.

3 Spirotropic specular lobes
Elongated specular lobes are reminiscent of Spirograph curve
segments, an observation which leads to the use of such
Spirographic curves for the calculation of specular contributions
in lighting equations. The resulting ‘spirotropic’ illumination
model is completely non-physical and arbitrary but nevertheless
creates an interesting look as demonstrated subsequently. 

Shown below is a Spirograph curve on the left, and an
‘unwrapped’ version on the right. A Spirograph curve in general
crosses itself over several revolutions [specifically, LCM(R,r)
times where LCM(R,r) is the least common multiple of R (ring
radius) and r (wheel radius)]. The unwrapped version is an ana-
lytical modification of the curve equation to enable the entire
curve to be constructed in a single revolution. Such an
unwrapped curve provides us symmetrically-situated lobes for
use in our RenderMan illuminance loops. Given an angle in the
range 0 to 360 degrees as input, the unwrapped curve equation
returns a radial distance to the corresponding point on the curve.
This radial distance is interpreted to be specular reflection
strength.

To create highlights throughout a surface along multiple R direc-
tions (not just for cases when R is aligned with V), arccos(V.R),
the angle between V and R, is used as the input for locating lobes
in the unwrapped curve. The use of such ‘spirotropic’ lobes pro-
duces a very shiny surface, as shown on the Gumbo model below
(rendered using the same directional light used with the standard
lighting model). Such a shiny look cannot be achieved in the
standard model just by decreasing the specular roughness expo-
nent to broaden the highlight. The spirotropic lobes inexpensive-
ly mimic the look obtainable by using multiple directional lights
appropriately positioned to trigger highlights all over the surface,
and do so without also increasing the diffuse illumination.
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